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ReposiTrak®
Compliance 

Management

Get the most from the network!
• Many of you and your suppliers are likely already using 

ReposiTrak to share documents with customers

• You can use ReposiTrak to collect and manage your 
own supplier and quality/safety documents

World’s Largest Network of Supply Chain 
Partners Sharing Documents and Data 
Improve Product Safety, and Reduce Cost & Risk

Used in 100+ countries and

100,000+ connections in the 
ReposiTrak network.
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“ReposiTrak is a pioneering innovator in delivering robust retail management software 
solutions for our rapidly changing industry. This technology will equip our members with a 
toolbox for success in a constantly evolving marketplace. We are thrilled to partner with 
ReposiTrak as we continue to advance and expand our ecosystem.”
--Patrick Spear, president and CEO of GMDC

“We were looking for a technology partner to help us raise the bar not only with our data 
management and reporting, but also with upgrades to all of our user interfaces. It made 
perfect sense to partner with ReposiTrak because of their experience in the industry and 
technical capabilities.”
--Robert Garfield, Senior Vice President, SQFI

Exclusively Endorsed in the Industry
“ReposiTrak augments our food and drug safety efforts…with a proven, comprehensive 
and easy-to-implement solution that doesn’t require systems changes and is extremely 
cost effective.” 
– Hilary Thesmar, PhD, RD, CFS FMI VP for Food Safety Programs

“We see the ReposiTrak system becoming an industry standard for the retail supply chain, 
helping all trading partners meet the new federal food safety requirements, reducing 
unsalable products and keeping the end consumer healthy.”  
--Francis Cameron, President & CEO of ROFDA 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi8wciB8rnMAhVE6GMKHfMoDzkQjRwIBw&url=http://www.sqfi.com/2015/03/03/sqfi-to-unveil-multilingual-website-during-the-week-of-conference/&psig=AFQjCNFGNppxfgykXZnSviuct6EAjOKYeA&ust=1462226916085977
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Easily Identify Your Risk Areas And Process Failures
One-Minute Compliance Check Makes Reporting & Performance Tracking Easy
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We Know You’re Busy, So Our Team Does the 
Heavy Lifting for You

✓We do all the supplier follow-up for you! 
• It takes up to 20 “touches” by phone, e-mail and mail on average to get and keep a 

supplier compliant
• We have a full-time, U.S. based Customer Success Team who follow-up with all of 

your vendors to ensure adoption and compliance with your requirements

✓Cloud-based system     
• Nothing to install, you just need an internet 

browser

✓Set-up is easy    
• We just need your supplier list and document 

requirements to get started, and you can be live 
in 30 days
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Want to Make 
Your Sales 

Team Happy? 

ReposiTrak helps 
you connect with 
new customers in 

the Marketplace so 
you can sell more!
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We are in the midst of one of the most remarkable 

and complex legal and cultural shifts in 

American History.



• Confusion
• Misinformation
• Legal ambiguity, and 
• Regulatory vacuums 

abound…



• What is CBD?

• What is the Regulatory and Legal Status in Foods and

Beverages?

• How to safely and effectively enter the CBD Market



1753: Carolus Linnaeus coined the

name Cannabis Sativa, derived from

“Kannabis” = classic Greek word for

hemp from Sanskrit cana and “Sativa”

= Latin word for Cultivated.

Interesting Fact: Cannabis and Humulus (Hops) are closely related 

and belong to the same family, Cannabinaceae.

Cannabis sativa L.
includes both Hemp and Marijuana



George Washington cultivated hemp in
abundance at Mt. Vernon, and in his farm
journal of August 7, 1765, Washington notes
that he “began to separate the male from the
female hemp… rather too late.”

The first American flag sewn
by Betsy Ross was made from
industrial hemp.





CBD is a cannabinoid. It was discovered in 1940
and is 1 of approximately 113 cannabinoids
discovered to date.

Clinical research on CBD is ongoing, and scientists
are still not exactly sure how it works.

Preliminary studies and anecdotal evidence
suggest it has applications for anxiety, cognition,
seizure disorders, inflammatory conditions,
intestinal disorder, skin care, cancer, and pain.

Market Projections: $22 Billion by 2022!





Scientists at New York University are
studying CBD as a possible treatment
for autism spectrum disorders.

Spanish researchers are testing both
THC and CBD on an aggressive brain
cancer called glioblastoma.

The FDA approved drug Epidiolex,
which is CBD, has shown remarkable
efficacy against intractable seizure
disorders.





State v. Federal Conflict



Hemp is defined under the 2018 Farm Bill to include

any cannabis plant, or derivative thereof, that contains not

more than 0.3 percent delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol ("THC”)

on a dry-weight basis.



https://odp.idaho.gov/cannibidiol/

Assuming cannabidiol does not contain any THC (which is more than the undersigned

knows), in order to not be deemed “marijuana” under Idaho Code §37-2701(t), it must be

derived or produced from (a) mature stalks of the plant, (b) fiber produced from the stalks,

(c) oil or cake made from the seeds or the achene of such plant, (d) any other compound,

manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks, or (e) the

sterilized seed of such plant which is incapable of germination.

In other words, the CBD must both contain zero THC and be derived from one of the five
identified parts of the cannabis plant, otherwise it is illegal in Idaho under current law.

https://odp.idaho.gov/cannibidiol/




The 2018 Farm Bill directs the USDA to issue regulations 
and guidance to implement a program for the commercial 
production of industrial hemp in the United States.

The FDA regulates food, drugs, and supplements.





- FDA recognizes the potential opportunities that cannabis-derived

compounds may offer and acknowledges the significant interest in these

products.

- Bottom Line: It is currently illegal to market CBD by adding it to a food

or labeling it as a dietary supplement.



Enforcement Discretion?

FDA’s report signaled that the Agency is exploring (1) issuing a risk-based

enforcement discretion policy, in guidance, and (2) engaging in rulemaking

that would allow dietary supplements containing CBD to be marketed

lawfully.

March 5, 2020 FDA Report



“CLAIM-BASED” ENFORCEMENT 

- “CBD has also been shown to be effective in

treating Parkinson’s disease.”

- “CBD is linked to the effective treatment of

Alzheimer’s disease....”

- “CBD has been demonstrated to have properties

that counteract the growth of spread of cancer.”

- “CBD was effective in killing human breast cancer

cells.”





Processing

Storage

Retail

Cultivation
Transportation
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COVID-19 and the New Normal 
in the Food Supply Chain

Upcoming Webinar

Registration invitation to follow via email

Thursday, June 18, 1pm ET
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